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Proper reading of the Holy Koran in Arabic is a must, meaning that reading it with Tajweed is necessary. This is only possible once you are familiar with Arabic alphabets and their sounds. You must have a teacher of Arabic or the Koran to learn the Arabic alphabet and then gradually learn the formation of words and practice sounds. This will allow you to read the words and then the verses at the behest of
Allah Almighty. Learning Arabic alphabets to read the Holy Koran correctly. Arabic is the 5th largest language spoken in the world. It is the language of the divine Holy Book, the Holy Koran. It is a source of commandments and manners of wasting life for all people and especially for Muslims. It is for this reason that a Muslim must master his or her own and understand its meaning. Arabic alphabets are
pronounced in the form of their specific origin and point of articulation. Once you do it right with the correct pronunciation, you are done with it. It is very easy for everyone to learn the basics. A good teacher of the Koran to learn how to read the Koran correctly. A good teacher of Tajweed and the Koran is necessary to read the Holy Koran with Tajweed. Being with a teacher in a good institute of the Koran,
whether online or face-to-face, can make your practice alphabets with the correct pronunciation. It will make you read words and poems as well. There are about 20 to 25 lessons that cover all the basic rules of Tajweed to read the Koran in Arabic correctly. Top View all the articles by Sanaullah Kiani A lot of upheaval in the world is because we do not really understand the cultural prospects of our fellow
people. A good place to start in efforts to develop understanding between people and respect for other religious faith is to read its most sacred text. For the Islamic faith, the main religious text is the Koran, which is said to be a revelation of spiritual truth from Allah (God) to humanity. For some people, however, the Koran can be difficult to sit down and read cover to cover. The word Koran (sometimes
spelled the Koran or Koran) comes from the Arabic word qara'a, which means it read. Muslims believe that the Koran was orally revealed by God to the Prophet Muhammad through the angel Gabriel for about 23 years. These revelations were transcribed by followers in the aftermath of Muhammad's death, and each verse has a special historical content that does not follow linear or historical narrative. The
Koran suggests that readers are already familiar with some of the main themes found in the biblical scriptures, and offers comments or interpretations of some of these events. The themes of the Koran are intertwined between chapters, and the book is not presented in chronological order. So how do you start understanding his message? Here are some tips for understanding this important holy text. As an
accompaniment to the Koran, it is helpful to have an exegesis, or a comment to refer to the way you read While many English translations contain footnotes, some passages may require additional explanations or should be placed in full context. Various good comments are available in bookstores or online retailers. The Koran challenges the reader to think about his message, reflect on its meaning, and
accept it with understanding rather than blind faith. As you read, feel free to ask for clarification from knowledgeable Muslims. The local mosque will have an imam or other authority that will be happy to answer serious questions from anyone who is genuinely interested. In Islam, the learning process is never complete. As you grow in understanding the Muslim faith, you can come across more questions, or
more of those you want to study. Prophet Muhammad (peace to him) told his followers to seek knowledge, even in China, in other words, to continue his exploration in the farthest reaches of the earth. Central Religious Text of Islam KoranInformationReligionIslamLanguageClassic ArabicPeriod609-632Chapters114 (list) Koran Text Text List Meccan Medinan Verse Section Muq'at Animal Content
Eschatology Female Figures of God Legend The Proverbs of the Prophets Science Reading Elocation Is Remembered List of English Translations of Ahmadis History of Samarkand Kufik Koran Sana manuscript Topkapi manuscript Birmingham manuscript Exegesis Arogation Biblical narration Esoteric interpretation of Hermeneutics Persons associated with the verses, mentioned by the name of
Revelation Associated Createdness Criticism Of the Infallibility of the Infallibility of the Koran and the tradition of Koranic Shi'a opinion Category Islam portal Wikipedia bookvte Koran (/kʊˈrɑːn cor-Ahn; i'Arabic: نآرقلا , romanticized: al-Koran, illuminated. The 'recitation', Arabic pronunciation: 'alqur'ʔaːnii), also a romanized Koran or Koran, is the central religious text of Islam, which Muslims consider a
revelation from God (Allah). It is widely considered the best work in classical Arabic literature. (iv) I don't e It's organized in 114 chapters (Sura ( روس ; Singular: ةروس , syrah), which consist of verses ( تايآ ; singular: ةيآ , gia)). Muslims believe that the Koran was orally revealed by God to the last prophet, Muhammad, through the archangel Gabriel (Jibril), gradually for about 23 years, beginning with the month
of Ramadan, when Muhammad was 40 years old; and imprisoned in 632. Muslims regard the Koran as Muhammad's most important miracle; proof of his prophecy; and the culmination of a series of divine messages, beginning with those that were revealed to Adam, including Tavra (Torah), zabur (Psalms) and Ingil (The Gospel). The word Koran occurs about 70 times in the text itself, and other names
and words are said to also refer to the Koran. Muslims consider the Koran not just divinely inspired, but the literal word of God. Muhammad did not write because he did not know how to write. By tradition, some of Muhammad's comrades served as scribes, writing down the revelations. Shortly after the prophet's death, the Koran was composed by comrades who recorded or memorized parts of it. Khalif
Usman created a standard version, now known as the Usman Code, which is generally considered the archetype of the Koran known today. There are, however, a reading option, mostly minor differences in meaning. The Koran involves familiarity with the basic narratives told in biblical and apocryphal scriptures. It summarizes some of them, elaborates on others and in some cases presents alternative
reports and interpretations of events. The Koran describes itself as a book of guidance for humanity (2:185). Sometimes he offers detailed reports on specific historical events, and he often emphasizes the moral significance of the event over its narrative sequence. Complementing the Koran with explanations of some of the mysterious Koranic narratives and rulings that also provide the basis for Sharia
(Islamic law) in most denominations of Islam are hadiths, oral and written traditions that are believed to describe The words and actions of Muhammad. I didn't hear what to do. During prayer, the Koran is read only in Arabic. The one who memorized the entire Koran is called a hafiz (memory). Aya (Koranic verse) is sometimes read with a special kind of elocation reserved for this purpose, called the
Tajweed. During the month of Ramadan, Muslims usually complete the reading of the entire Koran during The Tarawich Prayer. In order to extrapolate the meaning of a particular Koranic verse, most Muslims rely on exegesis, or commentary (tafsir). The etymology and meaning of the word Koran appear about 70 times in the Koran itself, suggesting different meanings. It is a verbal noun (mashdar) of the
Arabic verb qara'a ( أرق ), meaning he read or he read. The Syrian equivalent is qery' ܐܢܝܪܩ , which refers to reading the scriptures or learning. While some Western scholars believe that the word comes from the Syrian, most Muslim authorities believe that the origin of the word is karaa itself. Despite this, it became an Arabic term during Muhammad's lifetime. An important meaning of the word is the act of
reading, as evidenced by the early Koranic passage: We must collect it and read it (the Koranach). In other verses, the word refers to an individual passage read by Muhammad. Its liturgical context is covered in a number of passages, such as: So when you read al-Koran, listen to it and be silent. The word may also imply the meaning of the codified scripture when mentioned with other scriptures, such as
the Torah and the Gospel. The term also has closely related synonyms that are used throughout the Koran. Each synonym has its own meaning, but its can converge with the Koran in certain contexts. These terms include kitob (book), yes (sign), (sign), Syrah ('Scriptures'); the last two terms also refer to units of revelation. In the vast majority of contexts, usually with a certain article (al-), a word called vai
(revelation '), something that was sent down (tanz'l) at intervals. Other related words include: dhikr (memory) used to refer to the Koran in the sense of reminder and warning; zikma (wisdom), sometimes referring to the revelation or part of it. The Koran describes itself as acumen (al-furkan), mother's book (Umm al-kitab), guidance (huda), wisdom (hikma), memory (dhikr) and revelation (tansol; something
sent down, meaning the descent of an object from a higher place). Another term is al-Kitab (The Book), although it is also used in Arabic for other scriptures such as the Torah and the Gospel. The term mus'haf (written works) is often used to refer to specific Koranic manuscripts, but is also used in the Koran to identify previously identified books. Story Home article: The History of the Koran Prophetic Era
This section needs additional quotes to check. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Koran - News newspaper book scientist JSTOR (May 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Hira Cave, the location of Muhammad's first revelation. Islamic tradition says that Muhammad
received his first revelation in the cave of Hira during one of his isolated retreats to the mountains. He then received revelations for 23 years. According to Hadith and Muslim history, after Muhammad immigrated to Medina and formed an independent Muslim community, he ordered many of his comrades to read the Koran, study and teach laws that were disclosed daily. This is due to the fact that some of
the Kuraish who were captured at the Battle of Badr regained their freedom after they taught some Muslims simple writing at the time. Thus, the group of Muslims gradually became literate. As originally said, the Koran was written on tablets, bones and wide, flat ends of palm branches. Most of the surahs were used among early Muslims, as they are mentioned in numerous statements by both Sunni and
Shia sources regarding Muhammad's use of the Koran as a call to Islam, prayer and recitation. However, at the time of Muhammad's death in 632, the Koran did not exist in the form of a book. Scholars agree that Muhammad himself did not write this revelation. Sahih al-Bukhari recounts Muhammad, describing the revelations as Sometimes it (opens) like the ringing of a bell, and Aisha reported, I saw the
Prophet being inspired divinely on a very cold day, and noticed that sweat was falling from his forehead (as the Inspiration was over). (ix) the first revelation, according to the Koran, was accompanied by a vision. The agent of the revelation is referred to as one mighty in power, one who grew clear to see when he was at the very top of the horizon. He then drew close and went down until he was (away) two
onion lengths or even closer. The Islamic scholar Welch argues in the Encyclopedia of Islam that, in his opinion, graphic descriptions of Muhammad's condition in these moments can be considered authentic because he was greatly disturbed by these revelations. According to Welch, these seizures would have been seen by others as convincing evidence of the superhuman origin of Muhammad's
inspiration. However, Muhammad's critics accused him of possessing a man, soothsayer or wizard, as his experience was similar to those claimed by such figures, well known in ancient Arabia. Welch also states that it remains unclear whether these events occurred before or after Muhammad's initial statement of prophecy. Part of Al-Alak is the 96th Sura of the Koran, the first revelation Muhammad
received. The Koran describes Muhammad as ummi, which is traditionally interpreted as illiterate, but the meaning is quite complex. Medieval commentators, such as Al-Tabari, argued that the term was induced by two meanings: first, the inability to read or write in general; secondly, inexperience or ignorance of previous books or scriptures (but they gave priority to the first meaning). Muhammad's illiteracy
was taken as a sign of the authenticity of his prophecy. For example, according to Fahr al-Din al-Razi, if Muhammad had mastered writing and reading, he might have been suspected of studying his ancestors' books. Some scholars such as Watt prefer the second meaning of ummi - they take it to point out ignorance with earlier sacred texts. The final verse of the Koran was shown on the 18th of the
Islamic month of Dhu al-Hijjah in the 10th year of our lives, a date that roughly corresponds to February or March 632. The verse was revealed after the Prophet had finished his sermon in Gadir Humma. The collection also: The manuscript of Sana'a and the manuscript of the Koran of Birmingham After the death of Muhammad in 632, a number of his comrades who knew the Koran by heart were killed at
the Battle of Yamam Musaylima. The first caliph, Abu Bakr (d. 634), subsequently decided to assemble the book in one volume so that it could be preserved. He was the man who collected the Koran because he wrote the Divine Inspiration for the Apostle of Allah. Thus, a group of scribes, most importantly, together the poems and prepared a handwritten manuscript of the full book. The manuscript,
according to said, remained with Abu Bakr until his death. The reaction of zaid to this task and difficulties in collecting koranic material from parchments, palm leaf stems, thin stones (collectively known as and from people who knew it by heart, recorded in earlier narratives. After Abu Bakr, in 644, Hafseh bint Umar, The Widow of Muhammad, was entrusted with the manuscript until the third caliph, Usman
ibn Affan, requested a standard copy of Hafssa bint Umar around 650. Around 650, the third Caliph, Usman ibn Affan (d. 656), began to notice slight differences in the pronunciation of the Koran as Islam spread beyond the Arabian Peninsula to Persia, the Levant and North Africa. In order to preserve the sanctity of the text, he ordered a committee headed by zaid to use a copy of Abu Bakr and to prepare
a standard copy of the Koran. Thus, within 20 years of Muhammad's death, the Koran was put into writing. This text became the model from which copies were made and made public in all urban centres of the Muslim world, and other versions are believed to have been destroyed. The current form of the Koran was adopted by Muslim scholars as the original version of Abu Bakr. The Koran in Mashhad,
Iran, which is said to have been written by Ali According to Shiites, Ali ibn Abi Talib (d. 661) compiled the full version of the Koran shortly after Muhammad's death. The order of this text differed from what was collected later in the Usman era in that this version was collected in chronological order. Despite this, he did not object to the standardized Koran and accepted the Koran in circulation. Other personal
copies of the Koran may have existed, including the Code of Ibn Masood and Ubai ibn Kaba, none of which exist today. The Koran most likely existed in scattered writing during Muhammad's lifetime. Some sources indicate that during Muhammad's lifetime a large number of his comrades remembered these revelations. Early comments and Islamic historical sources support the aforementioned
understanding of the early development of the Koran. The Koran in its current form is usually considered by scholars to record the words spoken by Muhammad, because the search for options did not give any distinction of great significance. (page necessary) University of Chicago professor Fred Donner argues that: This was a very early attempt to create a single consonant text Qurʾān of what was
probably a broader and more diverse group of related texts in early transmission.... After the creation of this standardized canonical text, the earlier authoritative texts were suppressed, and all so far the manuscripts, despite their numerous variants, seem to date back to the time after this standard consonant text was created. Although most versions of the Koran's text have ceased to be transmitted, some
still do. No critical text on which the scientific reconstruction of the Koranic text could be based has been prepared. Historically, debates over the content of the Koran have rarely been a problem, although debate on the issue continues. (xii) in a mosque in the city of Sanaa, Yemen, manuscripts were found, which later turned out to be the oldest Koranic text known to exist at the time. Sana'a's manuscripts
contain palimpsests, a page of manuscript with which the text was washed away to make parchment reusable again - a practice that was common in ancient times due to a lack of written material. However, the faint washed-out main text (scriptio inferior) is still barely visible and is considered dousmanic Koranic content, while the text written on top (scriptio above) is believed to belong to the Usmanian
time. Studies using radiocarbon dating show that parchments date back to 671 AD with a 99 percent probability. The German scholar Gerd R. Poin has been studying these fragments of the Koran for many years. His research team took 35,000 photographs of manuscripts on microfilms that he dated in the early 8th century. Puin did not publish all his work, but noted the unconventional order of the poems,
minor textual variations and rare retography styles. He also suggested that some of the parchments are palimpsests that have been reused. Pouin believed that this implied an evolving text, not a fixed one. A manuscript of the Birmingham Koran, dated one of the world's oldest in 2015, fragments of a very early Koran dating back to 1370 years earlier have been discovered in the library of the University of
Birmingham, England. According to tests conducted by the Radiocarbon Accelerator of the University of Oxford, more than 95% of the parchment was more than 568 to 645. The manuscript is written in Hijaz, an early form of written Arabic. This is arguably the earliest surviving sample of the Koran, but since the tests allow for a number of possible dates, it is impossible to say with certainty which of the
existing versions is the oldest. Saudi scientist Saud al-Sarhan expressed doubts about the age of the fragments because they contain dots and separators of chapters that are believed to have emerged later. However, Joseph E. B. Lumbard of Brandeis University wrote in the Huffington Post in support of the dates proposed by Birmingham scholars. Lambard notes that the discovery of the Koranic text,
which can be confirmed by radiocarbon dating as written in the early decades of the Islamic era, while the presentation of the text is substantially in line with the traditionally accepted, reinforces the growing academic consensus that many Western skeptical and revisionist theories of Koranic origin are now untenable in light of empirical conclusions, while many Western skeptical and revisionist theories of
Koranic origin are now untenable in light of the theoretical conclusions while, on the other hand, analogue stories of Koranic origin in classical Islamic traditions are good to stand up in the light of the current Discoveries. Meaning in Islam Part of a series on The Islamic Beliefs Of God's One-Time Prophets Revealed The Books of Angels Day Resurrection Predestination Practices Profession Profession
Prayer of the Many giving Post Pilgrimage Texts and Science Koran Sunna (Hadith, Syrah) Akida (credo) Tafsir (exegesis) Fiqh (law) Sharia (law) History Timeline Muhammad Ahl al-Bayt Sahab Rashidun Caliphate Imamat Spreading Islam Continuity Muhammad Culture and Society Of Academics Animal Art Calendar Children Circumcision Demography Demography Of the Denomination Economics
Education Exorcism Feminism Festivals Finance LGBT Madras Moral Teachings Mosque Mystic Poetry Poetry Politics Proselytic Science Slavery Social Welfare of Women Associated Topics Apostasy in Islam Apostasy in Islam Criticism of Islam Muhammad Koran Hadith Islam and Other religions islamism Islam and violence terrorism war Islamophobia Jihad Jihadism Glossary Islam portalvte Muslims
consider the Koran to be the final revelation of God for humanity, the work of the divine leadership showed Muhammad through the angel Gabriel. Revered by pious Muslims as holy saints whose sound carries some to tears and ecstasy, it is a physical symbol of faith, a text often used as a charm in cases of birth, death, and marriage. Therefore, he should never rest under other books, but always on them,
never need to drink or smoke when it is read aloud, and it should be listened to in silence. It is a talisman against disease and disaster. Traditionally, much attention has been paid to children, memorizing 6,200 verses of the Koran, those who succeeded in being awarded the title of Hafiz. Millions and millions of Muslims daily refer to the Koran to explain their actions and justify their aspirations, and in
recent years many consider it a source of scientific knowledge. Revelation in Islamic and Koranic contexts means an act of God, and I address a person who sends a message to more recipients. The process by which a divine message comes into the heart of God's messenger is tanzil (send down) or nusol (go down). As the Koran says, With the truth, we (God) sent her down, and with the truth she came
down. The Koran often claims in its text that it is divinely ordained. Some verses in the Koran seem to imply that even those who do not speak Arabic will understand the Koran if it is read by it. Muslims believe that the current wording of the Koran corresponds to what was revealed to Muhammad, and according to their interpretation of the Koran 15:9, it is protected from corruption (Indeed, it is We who
sent the Koran and indeed we will be its custodian.). Muslims regard the Koran as a guide, a sign of Muhammad's prophecy and the truth of religion. Shia believe that the Koran was collected and composed by Muhammad during his lifetime, not composed by Usman ibn Affan. There are other differences in how Shiites Text. Muslims do not agree whether the Koran was created by God or eternal and not
created. Sunnis (who make up about 85-90% of Muslims) believe that the Koran is not created, a doctrine that has not been challenged among them for many centuries. The Shiite Twelve and the Kharihi, as well as the Kharihis, believe that the Koran was created. The Sufi philosopher considers this question artificial or incorrectly designed. (need a quote to verify) Inimimability Main article: I'jaz The
intolerance of the Koran (or I'jaz) is the belief that no human speech can correspond to the Koran in its content and form. The Koran is considered an inimitable miracle of Muslims, effective until the Day of the Resurrection of Christ, and thus the central evidence provided to Muhammad in verifying the authenticity of his prophetic status. The notion of inimimism originates in the Koran, where in five different
verses opponents face the challenge of producing something like the Koran: If people and the genie had banded together to produce a Koran like this, they would never have released it, nor because they supported each other. Since the ninth century there have been numerous works that studied the Koran and studied its style and content. Medieval Muslim scholars, including al-Djurjani (d. 1078) and al-
Bakillani (d. 1013), wrote treatises on the subject, discussed various aspects of it, and used linguistic approaches to study the Koran. Others argue that the Koran contains noble ideas, has internal meanings, retains its freshness for centuries and has caused great transformations on an individual level and in history. Some scholars claim that the Koran contains scientific information that agrees with modern
science. The doctrine of the wonder of the Koran is further emphasized by Muhammad's illiteracy, as the illiterate prophet could not be suspected of drafting the Koran. In worship, see also: Salah, standing in prayer, the faithful read the first chapter of the Koran, al-Fatih, and then any other section. The first sura of the Koran is repeated in daily prayers and in other cases. This seven-verse sura is the most
frequently recited sura of the Koran: (International Translation of the Sahich) in the name of Allah Perfectly Merciful, Especially The Merciful. Everyone praises Allah, lord of the worlds - Absolutely Merciful, especially the Merciful, Lord of Compensation Day. It is you who worship and we ask for help guide us to the direct path-Path of those to whom you have bestowed favor, not those who have caused
anger or those who have strayed astray.- Koran 1:1-7 Other sections of the Koran of choice also read in daily prayers. Respect for the written text of the Koran is an important element of the religious faith of many Muslims, and the Koran is treated with reverence. Based on the tradition and literal interpretation of the Koran 56:79 (no one will touch except those who are pure), some Muslims believe that they
should cleansing with water (Wudu or Ghusl) before touching a copy of the Koran, although this view is not universal. Worn copies of the Koran are wrapped in cloth and stored indefinitely in a safe place, buried in a mosque or Muslim cemetery, or burned, and the ashes buried or scattered above the water. In Islam, most intellectual disciplines, including Islamic theology, philosophy, mysticism and
jurisprudence, have been associated with the Koran or have their basis in its teachings. Muslims believe that preaching or reading the Koran is rewarded with divine rewards, which are referred to differently as adr, tawab or hasanat. In Islamic art, the Koran also inspired Islamic art and, in particular, the so-called Koranic art of calligraphy and lighting. The Koran is never decorated with figurative images, but
many Korans were highly decorated with decorative patterns on the margins of the page, between the lines or at the beginning of the sur. Islamic verses appear in many other media, on buildings and on objects of all sizes, such as mosque lamps, metal works, ceramics and individual pages of calligraphy for muraqqas or albums. Calligraphy, 18th century. Brooklyn Museum. Koranic inscriptions, Bara
Gumbad Mosque, Delhi, India. A typical mosque lamp, made of enamelled glass, with Ayat al-Noor or Verse of Light (24:35). Koranic poems, Shahisinda mausoleum, Samarkand, Uzbekistan. The art of decorating the page of the Koran, the Ottoman period. The leaves of this Koran, written in gold and outlined in brown ink, have a horizontal format. This is a wonderful fit for the classic Kufic calligraphy,
which became common during the early Abbasid caliphs. Manuscript of the Koran in the Brooklyn Museum Text and arrangement Of the main articles: Sura and zaya the first sura of the Koran, Al-Fatih, consisting of seven verses. The Koran consists of 114 chapters of varying lengths, each known as syrah. Chapters are classified as Meccan or Medina, depending on whether the verses were identified
before or after Muhammad's migration to the city of Medina. However, the syrah classified as Medinan may contain Meccan verses in it, and vice versa. Sura's names come from the name or quality discussed in the text, or from the first letters or words of the sarah. The chapters are not arranged in chronological order, and the chapters appear to be roughly arranged in order to reduce the size. Some
scientists claim that the sarahs are arranged in a certain way. Each syrah, except the ninth, begins with Bismillah ( ميحرلا نمحرلا  هللا  مسب  ), an Arabic phrase meaning In the name of God. There are, however, 114 more cases of Bismillah in the Koran, due to its presence in the Koran 27:30 as the opening of Solomon's letter to the queen of Sheba. Et Tin (fig), 95th Sura of the Koran. Each syrah consists of
several verses known as yat, which originally means sign or proof sent by God. The number of verses differs from Syrah to Syrah. An individual verse can be simple a few letters or a few lines. The total number of verses in Hafsa's most popular Koran is 6,236; However, their number varies if bismillahs are taken into account separately. In addition to the section into chapters and regardless of it, there are
different ways of dividing the Koran into parts of roughly the same length for easy reading. 30 juz' (multiple ajz) can be used to read through the entire Koran per month. Some of these parts are known by their names, which are the first few words from which the juz begins. Juz is sometimes divided into two zizba (multiple azob), and each Hizb is divided into four rubs of al-ahzab. The Koran is also divided
into seven roughly equal parts, manzil (multiple mansil), in order for it to be read in a week. Another structure is provided by semantic units resembling paragraphs and incorporating approximately ten yets each. This section is called a hand. In Muqattaʿat (Arabic: تاعطقم فورح  , muqaṭṭaʿāt, disparate letters, disconnected letters; mysterious letters are also combinations between one and five Arabic letters,
calculating in the beginning of 29 of the 114 chapters of the Koran immediately after the Basmala. Letters are also known as favatich ( حتاوف ), or discoverers, as they form the introductory verse of their respective surra. The four suras are named after their muqatta'at: Ṭāʾ-Hāʾ, Yāʾ-San, Dad, and zf. The original meaning of the letters is unknown. Tafsir (exegesis) interpreted them as abbreviations for the
names or qualities of God or for the names or contents of the respective surs. According to one estimate, the Koran consists of 77,430 words, 18,994 unique words, 12,183 stems, 3,382 lemm and 1,685 roots. The contents of the main articles: God in Islam, prophets and messengers in Islam, Islamic attitude to science, Biblical and Koranic narratives, and the historical reliability of the Koranic content
associated with basic Islamic beliefs, including the existence of God and the resurrection. The Koran also includes stories about early prophets, ethical and legal themes, historical events from the time of Muhammad, mercy and prayer. The Koranic verses contain general exhortations about the right and wrong, and historical events are associated with sketches of common moral lessons. Poems related to
natural phenomena were interpreted by Muslims as a sign of the authenticity of the Koranic message. The style of the Koran has been called alusive, with comments necessary to explain what is at stake - events are mentioned but not narrated; disagreements are discussed without explanation; people and places are mentioned, but rarely called. Monotheism The central theme of the Koran is monotheism.
God is depicted as living, eternal, omniscient and omnipotent (see, for example, Koran 2:20, 2:29, 2:255). God's omnipotence is manifested primarily in his power to create. He is the creator of everything, heaven and earth, and what (see, for example, Koran 13:16,2:253,50:38, etc.). All people are equal in their complete dependence on God, and their well-being depends on their recognition of this fact and
life accordingly. A 12th-century manuscript of the 12th century Koran at the Reza Abbasi Museum. The Koran uses cosmological and unforeseen arguments in various verses, without referring to terms proving the existence of God. Thus, the universe has emerged and needs a creator, and everything that exists must have a sufficient reason for its existence. In addition, the design of the universe is often
called a point of contemplation: It was He who created the seven heavens in harmony. You cannot see any guilt in God's creation; then look again: Can you see any flaw? The main article of eschatology: Islamic eschatology The teachings of the last day and eschatology (the final fate of the universe) can be considered the second great teaching of the Koran. It is estimated that about a third of the Koran is
eschatological, dealing with the afterlife in the next world and with the day of judgment at the end of time. Most pages of the Koran refer to the afterlife, and faith in the afterlife is often mentioned in conjunction with faith in God as a common expression: Believe in God and on the last day. A number of surs, such as 44, 56, 75, 78, 81 and 101, are directly related to the afterlife and its preparation. Some suras
point to the proximity of the event and warn people to be ready for the coming day. For example, the first verses of Sura 22, which relate to the mighty earthquake and the situation of people that day, represent this style of divine address: O people! Be respectful of your Lord. Earthquake hour is a mighty thing. The Koran is often vivid in its depiction of what will happen at the end of time. Watt describes the
Koranic view of the End of Time: The culmination of history, when the real world comes to an end, is mentioned in different ways. It's Doomsday, Last Day, Resurrection Day, or just hour. Less often it is Day of Distinction (when good is separated from evil), Day of Gathering (people in the presence of God) or Day of Assembly (people with God). The hour comes suddenly. It is proclaimed by a cry, thunder
or a pipe explosion. Then there is a cosmic revolution. Mountains dissolve in dust, seas boil, the sun darkens, stars fall and the sky rolls. God appears as a Judge, but his presence is hinted at, not described... The central interest, of course, is to collect all humanity before the judge. People of all ages, restored to life, join the crowd. To the mocking objections of unbelievers that the former generations were
dead for a long time and now dust and stucco bones, the answer is that God is nevertheless able to restore them The Koran does not affirm the natural immortality of the human soul, because the existence of man depends on the will of God: when he will, he makes man die; and when he wants, he lifts it to life again in a bodily resurrection. Prophets According to the Koran, God communicated with man
and made his will known through signs and revelations. Prophets, or God's Messengers, received revelations and passed them on to humanity. The message was identical for all mankind. Nothing is said to you, that it has not been told to the messengers before you that your master has forgiveness in his command, as well as the most severe punishment. Revelation does not come directly from God to the
prophets. Angels acting as messengers of God give them divine revelation. It goes out in Koran 42:51, which states: It is not for any mortal that God should speak to them, except for revelation, either because of the veil, or by sending the messenger to reveal by his permission what it may be. The ethical-religious conception of Faith is a fundamental aspect of morality in the Koran, and scholars have tried
to determine the semantic content of faith and believer in the Koran. Ethical and legal concepts and exhortations concerning righteous behavior are associated with a deep awareness of God, thus emphasizing the importance of faith, responsibility, and faith in the ultimate meeting of each person with God. People are encouraged to perform charity events, especially for those in need. Believers who spend
their wealth at night and day, secretly and publicly, are promised that they will have their reward with their Lord; there will be no fear on them, and they will not grieve. It also confirms family life, legislatively on issues of marriage, divorce and inheritance. A number of practices, such as usury and gambling, are prohibited. The Koran is one of the main sources of Islamic law (Sharia). Some official religious
practices receive considerable attention in the Koran, including official prayers (salad) and fasting during the month of Ramadan. As for how prayer should be conducted, the Koran refers to the prostration. The term charity, sunset literally means purification. Charity, according to the Koran, is a means of self-purification. The encouragement of the sciences of astrophysicist Nidhal Guessoum, being highly
critical of the pseudo-scientific claims made about the Koran, highlighted the encouragement for the sciences that the Koran provides by developing the concept of knowledge. He writes: 109:174Cur'an draws attention to the danger of speculation without evidence (and follow not what you have (certain) knowledge... 17:36) and in several different verses asks Muslims to demand evidence (say: Bring your
proof if you are truthful 2:111), both in matters of theological faith and in the natural sciences. Guessoum quotes Galeb Hassan on definition according to the Koran to be clear and strong... convincing evidence or arguments. Moreover, such evidence cannot rely on an argument from the authorities, referring to verse 5:104. Finally, both allegations and denials require proof, according to verse 4:174. Ismail
al-Faruqi and Taha Jabir Alalwani believe that any awakening of Muslim civilization must begin with the Koran; however, the biggest obstacle on this route is the multi-century legacy of tafsir (exegesis) and other classical disciplines, which prevents the universal, epidemiological and systematic conception of the Koran. Philosopher Muhammad Iqbal considered the methodology and epistemology of the
Koran empirical and rational. There are about 750 verses on natural phenomena in the Koran. In many of these verses, the study of nature is encouraged and highly recommended, and historical Islamic scholars such as Al-Biruni and Al-Battani have drawn inspiration from the verses of the Koran. Additional citation (s) is necessary Mohammad Hashim Kamali stated that scientific observation, experimental
knowledge and rationality are the main tools by which humanity can achieve the goals set out for him in the Koran. Siyauddin Sardar built a case for Muslims who have developed the foundations of modern science, emphasizing the Koran's repeated calls to observe and reflect on the natural phenomenon. In his banquet address to the Nobel Prize, physicist Abdus Salam quoted a famous verse from the
Koran (67:3-4), and then stated, This is, in fact, the faith of all physicists: the deeper we look, the more our surprise is aroused, the more blinding our gaze is. One of Salam's core beliefs was that there is no contradiction between Islam and the discoveries that science allows humanity to make about nature and the universe. Salam also believes that the Koran and the Islamic spirit of study and rational
reflection are the source of extraordinary civilizational development. Salam emphasizes, in particular, the work of Ibn al-Haitam and Al-Biruni as pioneers of empiricism, who introduced an experimental approach, breaking with the influence of Aristotle and thus giving birth to modern science. Salam was also careful to distinguish between metaphysics and physics, and advised against empirically probing
some of the issues on which physics is silent and will remain so, such as the doctrine of creation from nothing, which, according to Salam, is beyond science and thus gives way to religious considerations. 109:134 Literary Style Boys studying the Koran, Tuba, Senegal The Message of the Koran is transmitted with various literary structures and devices. In the original Arabic language, Suras and poems use
phonetic and thematic structures that help the audience remember the text message. Muslims claim (according to the Koran itself) that the Koran and the style is inimitable. The language of the Koran has been described as rhymed prose because it is part of both poetry and prose; however, this description runs the risk of not conveying the rhythmic quality of the Koranic language, which is more poetic in
some parts and more prosaic in others. The rhyme found throughout the Koran is evident in many early Mekkana suras, in which relatively short verses throw rhymed words into prominence. The effectiveness of such a form is evident, for example, in Sura 81, and there can be no doubt that these passages have impressed the conscience of the hearers. Often, the change of rhyme from one set of verses to
another signals a change in the topic of discussion. Later sections also retain this shape, but the style is more descriptive. The Koranic text seems to have no beginning, no middle, no end, its non-linear structure akin to a web or a network. Textual arrangement is sometimes considered an exhibit of lack of continuity, lack of any chronological or thematic order and repetitive. (xv) I am not he Michael Sayles,
referring to the work of the critic Norman O. Brown, acknowledges Brown's remark that the seeming disorganization of the Koranic literary expression - his absent-minded or fragmented way of composition in the phrase Sela - is actually a literary device capable of putting profound effects, as if the intensity of the prophetic message destroyed the vehicle of the human language on which it was transmitted.
Sales are also seen as much of the discussed monotony of the Koran, seeing it as also a literary device. The text is self-reflexive when it talks about itself and makes a reference to itself. According to Stefan Wilde, the Koran demonstrates this metatextuality by explaining, classifying, interpreting and justifying the words transmitted. Self-reflection manifests itself in those passages where the Koran calls
itself revelation (tanzil), memory (dhikr), news (naba), criterion (furkan) in a self-described manner (clearly asserting its divinity: And this is the blessed Memory that We have sent down; So are you now denying it?), or in the frequent appearance of Say tags when Muhammad is ordered to speak (e.g., Say: God's guide is true guidance, say: Would you then dispute with us about God? According to the Wild
Koran, the Koran is very self-reflexive. The function is more obvious in the early Meccanian surahs. Interpretation Of the main article: Tafsir Early interpretation of Sura 108 Koran Koran caused a huge number of comments and explanations (tafsir) aimed at explaining the meanings of the Koranic verses, explaining their import and clarifying their meaning. Tafsir is one of the first scientific activities of
Muslims. According to the Koran, Muhammad was the first person to describe the meanings of verses for early Muslims. Other early exegetes included several Muhammad, such as Abu Bakr, Umar ibn al-Khattab, Usman ibn Affan, Ali ibn Abi Talib, Abdullah ibn Masood, Ubai ibn Kab, zaid ibn Taabit, Abu Musaa al-Ashari, Abdullah al-Ashari Exegesis in those days limited to the explanation of the literary
aspects of the verse, the background of his verse. If the verse was about a historical event, sometimes several traditions (hadis) of Muhammad were told to make its meaning clear. Since the Koran speaks classical Arabic, many of the later converts to Islam (mostly non-Arab) did not always understand The Koranic Arabic, they did not catch allusions that were clear to early Muslims who were fluent in
Arabic, and they were concerned about the reconciliation of the apparent conflict of themes in the Koran. Commentators erudite in Arabic explained the allusions, and perhaps most importantly, explained which Koranic verses were revealed at the beginning of Muhammad's prophetic career as corresponding to the earliest Muslim community, and which were revealed later, cancellation or cancellation
(n'sikh) of the earlier text (mans'kh). Other scholars, however, claim that there was no annulment in the Koran. Scholars of all faiths, including Tafsir ibn Kathir, Tafsir al-Jalalain, Tafsir al-Kabir, Tafsir al-Tabari, were commented on by the Koran. Tafisra's more contemporary works include the Maariful Koran, written by Mufti Muhammad Shafi and Risal i Nur zadizzaman Saeed Nursi. Esoteric Interpretation
Main Article: The Esoteric Interpretation of the Koran Esoteric or Sufi Interpretation tries to reveal the inner meanings of the Koran. Sufism goes beyond the obvious (zahir) point of verses and instead refers the Koranic verses to the internal or esoteric (batin) and metaphysical dimensions of consciousness and existence. According to Peskov, esoteric interpretations are more suggestive than declarative,
they are allusions (isharat) rather than explanations (tafsir). They point to opportunities as much as they demonstrate the ideas of each writer. The Sufi interpretation, according to Annabelle Keeler, also illustrates the use of the theme of love, as can be seen in the interpretation of the Yushairi Koran: when Moses came at the time we appointed, and his Lord spoke to him, he said, 'Lord, show me! Let me
see you! He said, 'You won't see me, but look at this mountain, if it stays firm, you'll see me.' When His Lord revealed himself to grief, He made it collapse. Moses fell unconscious. When he recovered, he said, Thank you! I'm sorry to you! I'm the first to believe! - Koran 7:143 Moses, at 7:143, comes the way of those who are in love, he asks for vision, but his desire is denied, he did suffer, being ordered to
look at others than beloved while able to see God. The mountain collapses, and Moses faints at the sight of God's manifestation on the mountain. According to Yushairi, Moses came as thousands of people who traveled long distances, and Moses Moses Moses had nothing left. In this state of destruction from himself, Moses was granted the discovery of realities. From a Sufi point of view, God is always
beloved, and the longing and suffering of the traveler lead to the realization of truths. Men reading the Koran at the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus, Syria, Muhammad Hussain Tabatabai, say that according to a popular explanation among later exegetes, ta'vil points to the special meaning of the verse. The meaning of the revelation (tanzil), unlike ta'vila, is clear in its accordance with the obvious meaning
of the words as they were revealed. But this explanation has become so common that it has now become the main meaning of ta'vila, which originally meant return or return. According to Tabatabaya, what is rightly called ta'wil, or hermeneutic interpretation of the Koran, is not just about the attire of words. Rather, it relates to certain truths and realities that go beyond understanding the common running of
men; however, it is from these truths and realities that the principles of doctrine and the practical prohibitions of the Koran will be made. Interpretation is not the meaning of the verse, but comes through this meaning, in a special kind of transpiration. There is a spiritual reality, which is the main purpose of the ordination of the law, or the main purpose in describing the divine attribute, and then there is the
actual meaning to which the Koranic history refers. Shia Muslim girls read the Koran during Ramadan in Kuma, Iran According to Shiite beliefs, those who are deeply entrenched in knowledge, such as Muhammad and imams, know the secrets of the Koran. According to Tabatabai, the statement no one knows its interpretation, except God remains valid, without any opposing or qualifying provisions.
Therefore, as far as this verse is concerned, knowledge of the interpretation of the Koran is reserved for God. But Tabatabay uses other verses and concludes that those who are purified by God know the interpretation of the Koran to a certain extent. According to Tabatabai, there are acceptable and unacceptable esoteric interpretations. Acceptable ta'wil refers to the meaning of the verse for its literal
meaning; rather an implicit meaning that is ultimately known only to God and cannot be understood directly through human thought alone. The poems in question here refer to the human qualities of coming, in- in, sitting, satisfying, angry, and sad, which seem to be attributed to God. It is unacceptable to ta'wil where one transmits the apparent meaning of the verse to different meanings through evidence;
this method is not without obvious inconsistencies. Although it's ta'wil has received considerable recognition, it is wrong and cannot be applied to The Koranic verses. The correct interpretation is that the reality of the verse refers to. that is not the meaning of the word; it is a fact that is too sublime for words. God dressed them with words to bring them a little closer to our minds; in this respect they are like
proverbs that are used to create a picture in the mind, and thus help the hearer clearly understand the intended idea. The history of Sufi commentary One of the famous authors of the esoteric interpretation until the 12th century is the sulami (d. 1021), without a job whose most very early Sufi comments would not have been preserved. Sulami's main commentary is a book called Hakaik al-Tafsir (Truths of
Exeges), which is a collection of comments from earlier Sufis. Since the 11th century, several more works have appeared, including yushairi (d. 1074), D. 1193, Shirazi (d. 1209) and Suhravardi (d. 1234). These works include materials from Sulami's books plus the author's contribution. Many works are written in Persian, such as the works of Maybudi (d. 1135) Kashf al-Asrar (Discovery of Secrets). Rumi
(d. 1273) wrote a huge amount of mystical poetry in his book Mathnawi. Rumi intensively uses the Koran in his poetry, a feature that sometimes descends into translations of Rumi's work. A large number of Koranic passages can be found in Matnawi, which some consider a kind of Sufi interpretation of the Koran. Rumi's book is not exclusive to the content of quotations from the Koran and the development,
but Rumi mentions the Koran more often. Simnani (d. 1336) wrote two influential works of esoteric exegesis on the Koran. He reconciled the notions of God's manifestation through and in the physical world with the feelings of Sunni Islam. Comprehensive Sufi commentary appears in the 18th century, such as the work of Ismail Haqki Bursevi (d. 1725). His work by Ruh al-Bayan (Spirit of Clarification) is a
voluminous exegesis. Written in Arabic, it combines the author's own ideas with those of his predecessors (in particular, Ibn Arabi and Ghazali). The 9th-century Koran values at the 11th-century Reza Abbasi Museum in the British Museum, unlike the Salafists and zahiri, Shia and Sufis, and some other Muslim philosophers believe that the meaning of the Koran is not limited to the literal aspect. It is
important for them that the Koran also has internal aspects. Henry Corbin tells the story of a hadith that dates back to Muhammad: the Koran has an appearance and hidden depth, exoteric meaning and esoteric meaning. This esoteric meaning, in turn, hides the esoteric meaning (this depth has depth, after the image of celestial spheres, which are enclosed in each other). So this goes on for seven esoteric
(seven depths of hidden depth). According to this view, it has also become apparent that the inner meaning of the Koran does not eradicate or annul its external meaning. Rather, it is like a soul that gives life to the body. Corbyn believes that the Koran plays a role in Islamic philosophy because ology itself goes hand in hand with the prophetic. Comments on zahir (external aspects) of the text are referred to
as tafsir, and hermeneutic and esoteric comments on batin are called ta'wil (interpretation or explanation), which implies the adoption of the text back to its beginning. Commentators with an esoteric bias believe that the ultimate meaning of the Koran is known only to God. In contrast, the Koranic literalism, followed by Salafists and zahiris, is the belief that the Koran should be perceived only in its obvious
meaning. (quote needed) Reappropriation Reappropriation is the name of the hemeneotic style of some former Muslims who have converted to Christianity. Their style or rethinking can sometimes be directed at apologie, with a lesser reference to the Islamic scientific tradition that contextualizes and systematizes reading (e.g., by defining some verses as undone). This tradition of interpretation is based on
the following practices: grammatical revisions, revision of textual preferences, search and concession. Translations Main article: Translations of the Koran See also: The list of translations of the Koran Translation of the Koran has always been problematic and difficult. Many argue that the Koranic text cannot be reproduced in another language or in form. In addition, the Arabic word can have a number of
meanings depending on the context, making accurate translation even more difficult. However, the Koran has been translated into most African, Asian and European languages. The first translator of the Koran was Salman Persian, who translated Surat al-Fatih into Persian in the seventh century. Another translation of the Koran was completed in 884 in Alwar (Sindh, India, now Pakistan) on the orders of
Abdullah bin Umar bin Abdul Aziz at the request of hindu Raj Mehruk. The first fully hardened full translations of the Koran were made between the 10th and 12th centuries in Persian. The Samara king Mansour I (961-976) ordered a group of scholars from Khorasan to translate Tafsir al-Tabari, originally in Arabic, into Persian. Later, in the 11th century, one of Abu Mansour's disciples, Abdullah al-Ansari,
wrote a full tafsir of the Koran in Persian. In the 12th century, Najm al-Din Abu Hafs al-Nasafi translated the Koran into Persian. The manuscripts of all three books have been preserved and published several times. (quote necessary) Islamic tradition also states that the translations were made for Emperor Negus Abyssinia and Byzantine Emperor Heracly, as both received Letters of Muhammad containing
verses from Quran. In the early centuries, the admissibility of translations was not a question, but whether translations could be used in prayer. In 1936, translations into 102 languages were known. In 2010, the Harriet Daily News and the Economic Review reported that the Koran was presented in 112 languages at the 18th International Koranic Exhibition in Tehran. Robert of Ketton 1143 translation of the
Koran for Peter the Honourable, Lex Mahumet pseudoprofet, was the first in the Western language (Latin Alexander Ross proposed the first English version in 1649, from the French translation of L'Alcoran de Mahomet (1647) by Andre du Rier. In 1734, George Seit produced the first scientific translation of the Koran into English; the other was produced by Richard Bell in 1937, and another by Arthur John
Arberry in 1955. include a translation of the Oxford World Classic by Muhammad Abdel Halim, a clear Koran by Dr. Mustafa Khattab, a translation of Sahih International, among various others. As with Bible translations, English translators sometimes preferred archaic English words and constructs over their more modern or conventional equivalents; for example, two widely read translators, Abdullah Yusuf
Ali and Marmaduke Pictall, use plural and the only ye and thou instead of the more common you. The oldest translation of Sharif's Gurmuha Koran was found in the village of Lande in the Mog district of Punjab, which was printed in 1911. The Arabic Koran with interlineal Persian translation from the Ilhanid era. The first printed Koran in European folk language: L'Alcoran de Mahomet, Andre du Rier, 1647.
The title page of the first German translation (1772) of the Koran. Verses 33 and 34 surata I Sana in this Chinese translation of the Koran. Reading the Rules of rant See also: Tajwid Proper reading of the Koran is the subject of a separate discipline called tajwid, which defines in detail how the Koran should be read, how each individual syllable should be uttered, the need to pay attention to places where
there should be a pause, to elysions, where the pronunciation should be long or short, where letters should sound together and where they should be stored separately, etc. that this discipline examines the laws and methods of correct recitation of the Koran and covers three main areas: correct pronunciation of consonants and vowels (the articulation of the Koranic phonemes), the rules of pause in
recitation and the resumption of recitation, as well as musical and melodic features of rant. To avoid mispronouncing, recitators follow a training program with a qualified teacher. The two most popular texts used as references to Tajweed rules are Matn al-Jazaria Ibn al-Jazari and Tuhfat Suleiman al-Jamzuri. The recitations of several Egyptian recitators, such as El Minshaw, Al-Husari, Abdul Basit, Mustafa
Ismail, have had a great impact on the development of modern recitation styles. South-East Asia is well known for a world-class rant, as evidenced by the popularity of women reciters such as Maria Ulfa of Jakarta. There are two types of recitation: Murattal is at a slower pace, used to study and practice. Mujawwad refers to a slow rant that deploys enhanced technical artistry and melodic modulation, as in
public appearances by qualified experts. It aims at and depends on the audience for the mujawwad recitator seeking to attract listeners. Read also: A page of the Koran with vocalization signs indicating the specific sounds of vowels (tashkeel) was introduced into the text of the Koran during the life of the last Sahab. The first Koranic manuscripts did not have these signs, which allowed to convey several
possible recitations with the same written text. The 10th-century Muslim scholar from Baghdad, Ibn Mujahid, is known for creating seven acceptable textual readings of the Koran. He studied various readings and their reliability and selected seven 8th century readers from the cities of Mecca, Medina, Kufa, Basra and Damascus. Ibn Mujahid did not explain why he chose seven readers rather than six or ten,
but this may be due to the prophetic tradition (Muhammad says), reporting that the Koran was revealed in seven ahruf (meaning seven letters or regimes). Today, the most popular are the testimonies transmitted by zaf (d. 796) and Warsham (d. 812), which, according to the two recitators of Ibn Mujahid, Aasim ibn Abi al-Najud (Kufa, d. 745) and Nafi al-Madani (Medina, d. 785), respectively. Cairo's
influential standard Koran uses a complex system of altered vowels and a set of additional symbols for minute details and is based on Kasim's recitation, a 8th-century Kufa recitation. This edition has become the standard for modern printing of the Koran. Variation readings of the Koran are a type of textual version. According to Melchert (2008), most of the disagreements are related to the supply of vowels,
most of which in turn do not reflect dialectical differences, and about one in eight disagreements are related to whether to put points above or below the line. Nasser classifies variant readings into various subtypes, including internal vowels, long vowels, heming (shadda), assimilation and alternation. Sometimes the early Koran shows compatibility with a certain reading. The 8th century Syrian manuscript is
shown to have been written by Ibn Amir al-Dimashki. Another study shows that this manuscript carries the vocalization of the hessi region. Writing and Printing Home Article: Islamic Calligraphy The seal was widely accepted in the 19th century, and the Koran was transmitted in manuscripts made by calligraphers and copywriters. The earliest manuscripts were written in the font of siyazi. Nevertheless,
hijazi-style manuscripts confirm that the translation of the Koran began at an early stage. Probably, in the ninth century in the scripts began to appear thicker strokes, which are traditionally called kufis. By the end of the ninth century, new scenarios began to appear in copies of the Koran and replace earlier scenarios. The reason for discontinuing the use of an earlier style was that production took too long
and the demand for copies increased. Thus, copywriters will choose simpler styles of writing. Beginning in the 11th century, writing styles were used primarily by naskh, muhaqqaq, ray'n' and, in rare cases, tulut script. Naskh was in very wide use. In North Africa and Iberia was popular style Maghreb. More distinct is the Bihar scenario, which was used exclusively in northern India. Nastahlak style has also
been rarely used in the Persian world. At the beginning, the Koran was not written by dots or Taskeel. These features were added to the text during the life of the last of Sahabah. Since it would be too expensive for most Muslims to purchase the manuscript, copies of the Koran were held in mosques to make them accessible to the people. These copies often took the form of a 30-part series or juz. In terms
of performance, Ottoman copywriters are the best example. This was in response to the widespread demand, unpopularity of printing methods and for aesthetic reasons. Folio from the Blue Koran. Brooklyn Museum. the eighth or ninth century. Maghreb writing, 13-14 centuries. Muhaqaq scenario, 14-15 centuries. chicasta nasty writing, 18-19 centuries. The printing of the Koran is divided into 6 books.
Published by Dar Ibn Kathir, Damascus-Beirut Wood-block print excerpts from the Koran on record dating back to the 10th century. The Arabic printed seal of the mobile type was commissioned by Pope Julius II (b. 1503-1512) for distribution to Christians in the Middle East. The first full Koran, printed with a movable type, was made in Venice in 1537/1538 for the Ottoman market paganino Paganini and
Alessandro Paganini. But this Koran was not used, as it contained a large number of errors. Two other editions include publications published by Pastor Abraham Hinkelman in Hamburg in 1694 and by the Italian priest Ludovico Maracci in Padua in 1698 with Latin translation and commentary. Printed copies of the Koran during this period were met with strong opposition from Muslim scholars: the seal of
everything in Arabic was banned in the Ottoman Empire between 1483 and 1726 - initially, even under the death penalty. The Ottoman Ban on Printing in Arabic was lifted in 1726 only after Ibrahim Muteferriki, who published his first book in 1729. With the exception of books in Hebrew and European languages, which were unlimited, very few books, and no religious texts, were printed in the Ottoman
Empire for another century. In 1786, Catherine the Great of Russia sponsored a printing press for Tatar and Turkish retography in St. Petersburg, not Mullah Osman Ismail was responsible for the production of Arab types. The Koran was printed by this press in 1787, reissued in 1790 and 1793 in St. Petersburg and in 1803 in Kazan. The first edition printed in Iran appeared in Tehran (1828), the Turkish



translation was printed in Cairo in 1842, and the first officially sanctioned Ottoman edition was finally printed in Constantinople between 1875 and 1877 as a two-volume set, during the First Constitutional Era. Gustav Flegel published the 1834 edition of the Koran in Leipzig, which remained authoritative for almost a century until Cairo's Al-Azhar University published the Koran in 1924. This edition was the
result of a long preparation, as it standardized the Koranic rethography, and it remains the basis of later editions. Criticism Of the main article: Criticism of the Koran See also: Sword verse regarding the claim of divine origin, critics refer to pre-existing sources, not only taken from the Bible, supposedly old revelations of God, but also from heresy, apocryphal and Talmudic sources such as the Syrian
infancy gospel and the Gospel of Jacob. Because of the rejection of the crucifixion of Jesus in the Koran, some scholars also suspect that the Manichean, dual religion, believing in two eternal powers, influences the Koran. Christopher Hitchens argues that Islam in general, both hadith and the Koran, are nothing more than poorly structured plagiarism, using earlier sacred works and traditions depending on
what the situation seemed to require. Retreat (Nash) is often seen as a confession of verses contrary to the Koran. At the same time, some scholars consider the abolition unnecessary and lack of scientific interpretation of the Koran. Tafsir'ilmi believe that the Koran predicts scientific knowledge related to the author's non-human origin. Critics argue the poems, which supposedly explain modern scientific
facts, about subjects such as biology, the evolution of the Earth, and human life, contain misconceptions and are unscientific. Most of the predictions are based on the ambiguity of the Arabic language, another point of criticism. Although the Koranic language calls itself a clear book, it lacks clarity. Other criticisms point to the moral attitude that the Koran claims, such as the command to strike disobedient
wives, the density in the afterlife, and the commandments of war. Relationship with Other Literature Some non-Muslim groups, such as Bach and Druze, consider the Koran Unitarian universalists can also seek inspiration from the Koran. It was noted that the Koran had certain certain similarities with Diatessaron, Protoevangelium Jacob, The Infancy of the Gospel of Foma, the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew
and the Arab Gospel of Infancy. One scholar suggested that Diatesaron, as the harmony of the gospel, may have led to the notion that the Christian Gospel is one text. The Bible is the One who sent down to you (step by step), in truth, the Book, confirming what was before him; and He sent down the law (Moses) and the Gospel (Jesus) before that as a guide to humanity, and He sent down the criterion (the
judgment between right and wrong). Koran 3:3 (Yusuf Ali) See also: The Biblical and Koranic narrations of the Koran attributes its connection with the former books (Torah and the Gospel) to their unique origins, saying that they were all revealed by one God. According to Christoph Luxenberg (in the Siro-Aramaic reading of the Koran), the language of the Koran was similar to the Syrian language. The
Koran tells the stories of many people and the events told in the Jewish and Christian holy books (Tanah, Bible) and devoted literature (Apocryph, Midrash), although it differs in many details. Adam, Enoch, Noah, Eber, Shiila, Abraham, Lot, Ishmael, Isaac, James, Joseph, Iov, Jethro, David, Solomon, Elijah, Elisha, Jonah, Aaron, Moses, zacharia, John the Baptist, and Jesus are mentioned in the Koran as
prophets of God (see Prophets of Islam). In fact, Moses is mentioned in the Koran more than any other person. Jesus is mentioned more often in the Koran than Muhammad (by name- Muhammad is often referred to as Prophet or Apostle), while Mary is mentioned in the Koran more than the New Testament. Arabic page of the letter from the Koran (Umar-e-Acta). Iran, Afghanistan, the Timurid dynasty,
circa 1400. Opaque watercolor, ink and gold on paper Muqaqqaq script. 170 × 109 cm (66 15⁄16 × 42 15⁄16 c). Historic region: Uzbekistan. After the Koran and the general rise of Islam, the Arabic alphabet quickly became an art form. Wade Kadi, professor of Middle Eastern languages and civilizations at the University of Chicago, and Mutansir Mir, professor of Islamic studies at Youngstown University,
Utah: that language has reached its maximum ability to express, and literature is its high point of complexity and complexity. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to say that the Koran was one of the most visible forces in the creation of classical and post-classical Arabic literature. The main areas in which the Koran has had a noticeable influence on Arabic literature are diction and themes; other areas are related
to the literary aspects of the Koran, in particular oaths (q.v.), metaphors, motifs and symbols. As for diction, we can say that words, idioms and expressions, especially loaded and formulaic phrases, appear in almost all genres of literature and in such abundance that it is simply impossible to make a full record of them. For the Koran not only created a whole new linguistic corps to express its message, it
also gave the old, pre-Islamic words new meanings, and these meanings are ingrained in language and then in literature... See also The Criticism of the Koran Digital Koran Hadith Koran and Sunna Historical Reliability of the Koran islamic schools and affiliates List of chapters in the Koran List of translations of the Koran and the wonders of the Koran translations of the School of Islamic Theology Violence
in the Koran Women's Koran Notes : /kəˈrɑːn/, /kəˈræn/, /kɔːˈrɑːn/, /kɔːrˈæn/koʊˈræn, /koʊˈrɑːn// especially with the spelling Koran /kʊˈrɑːn/, /kʊˈræn/; Especially in English /kɒˈrɑːn/. The Arabic pronunciation can be transcribed phonetically as /al.qurˈʔaːn/. Actual pronunciation in literary Arabic varies regionally. The first vowel ranges from o to ʊ to u, while the second vowel ranges from a to ɑ. For example,
pronunciation in Egypt is qorʕˈʔɑːn and in Central qʊrˈʔæːn. The (English Spelling) Form of Alcoran (and its variants) was common until the 19th century, when it became obsolete. The form of the Koran was most prevalent from the second half of the 18th century until the 1980s, when it was dried up by either the Koran or the Koran. Other transliterations include al-Koran, Koran, Kuran, and Al-Koran. The
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